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ABSTRACT 23 

 Mismatch repair (MMR) is a major contributor to replication fidelity, but its impact 24 

varies with sequence context and the nature of the mismatch. Mutation accumulation 25 

experiments followed by whole-genome sequencing of MMR-defective E. coli strains yielded 26 

≈30,000 base-pair substitutions, revealing mutational patterns across the entire chromosome. 27 

The base-pair substitution spectrum was dominated by A:T > G:C transitions, which occurred 28 

predominantly at the center base of 5′NAC3′+5′GTN3′ triplets. Surprisingly, growth on minimal 29 

medium or at low temperature attenuated these mutations. Mononucleotide runs were also 30 

hotspots for base-pair substitutions, and the rate at which these occurred increased with run 31 

length. Comparison with ≈2000 base-pair substitutions accumulated in MMR-proficient strains 32 

revealed that both kinds of hotspots appeared in the wild-type spectrum and so are likely to be 33 

sites of frequent replication errors. In MMR-defective strains transitions were strand biased, 34 

occurring twice as often when A and C rather than T and G were on the lagging-strand 35 

template. Loss of nucleotide diphosphate kinase increases the cellular concentration of dCTP, 36 

which resulted in increased rates of mutations due to misinsertion of C opposite A and T. In an 37 

mmr ndk double mutant strain, these mutations were more frequent when the template A and 38 

T were on the leading strand, suggesting that lagging-strand synthesis was more error-prone or 39 

less well corrected by proofreading than was leading strand synthesis. 40 
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INTRODUCTION 42 

 In 1961 Seymour Benzer published a paper entitled “On the topography of the genetic 43 

fine structure” (BENZER 1961). Using recombinational mapping of 1,612 independent 44 

spontaneous mutations in the rII gene of bacteriophage T4, Benzer revealed that not all sites in 45 

the gene were equally mutable; over 500 frameshift mutations were recovered at one site 46 

whereas about 200 sites had only 1 or 2 frameshift mutations. Subsequent sequencing showed 47 

that Benzer’s hotspot was a run of 6 As, as were two other hotspots in the gene (PRIBNOW et al. 48 

1981), and such iterated sequences were readily found to be hotspots for small insertions and 49 

deletions (indels) in other model systems (STREISINGER et al. 1966; FARABAUGH et al. 1978). The 50 

most likely reason for this phenomenon is that iterated sequences are “slippery”, i.e. are places 51 

where DNA strands can misalign, causing small indels during replication (KUNKEL 2004). 52 

 The occurrence of hotspots is not restricted to indels, nor to spontaneous mutations. 53 

Studies of mutagenesis over the years have revealed that, both on a small- and on a large- 54 

scale, different segments of DNA vary widely in mutability. Yet the understanding of what 55 

determines these differences, particularly in the case of point mutations, are limited to a few 56 

special cases, such as methylated bases (COULONDRE et al. 1978; LEE et al. 2012), 57 

quasipalindromic sequences (DE BOER AND RIPLEY 1984; VISWANATHAN et al. 2000), and the repeat 58 

sequences mentioned above. Even among sites within the same gene with the same local 59 

sequence context, base-pair substitution (BPS) rates can vary by more than an order of 60 

magnitude (GARIBYAN et al. 2003). And, at least in mismatch repair (MMR) defective lines, BPS 61 

rates vary 2 to 3-fold across bacterial genomes in wave like patterns symmetrical about the 62 
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origin (FOSTER et al. 2013; DETTMAN et al. 2016; DILLON et al. 2017). Thus, there is much yet to 63 

learn about what determines the mutability of any given DNA site. 64 

 Another lesson learned from Benzer’s classic paper is the importance of large numbers 65 

when studying rare events such as mutations. Investigating mutational processes with mutation 66 

accumulation (MA) protocols that exert minimal selective pressure has the advantage of 67 

allowing mutations to accumulate in an unbiased manner. Coupling the MA protocol to whole-68 

genome sequencing (WGS) eliminates the possibility that peculiarities of particular DNA 69 

segments can bias the overall results, and also allows mutation rates across the genome to be 70 

evaluated. However, the laboriousness of the MA procedure limits the numbers of mutations 71 

that can be analyzed. To overcome this limitation, we and others have used mutator strains of 72 

model microorganisms.  73 

 DNA replication in E. coli is performed by DNA polymerase III holoenzyme, a 74 

multisubunit machine with high processivity and accuracy. The fidelity of replication, which, in 75 

E. coli, is about 1 mistake in 1000 generations (LEE et al. 2012), is mainly due to three factors: 76 

the intrinsic base-pairing fidelity of the DNA polymerase, error-correction by the exonuclease 77 

activity of the proofreader, and correction of mismatches by the mismatch-repair system 78 

(MMR). In E. coli, mismatch repair is accomplished by four major enzymes. MutS surveys the 79 

DNA after replication, finds mismatches and binds to them. MutS then recruits MutL, and 80 

together they find a nearby GATC site, which, in E. coli, is methylated at the A on the template, 81 

“old,” DNA strand. MutS and MutL then recruit MutH and activated it to nick the DNA on the 82 

unmethylated, “new,” DNA strand. The UvrD helicase, together with one of four exonucleases, 83 

removes the nicked strand past the mismatch. Pol III holoenzyme then assembles and 84 
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synthesizes a new strand that, most likely, has the correct sequence. MMR is highly conserved 85 

between bacteria and eukaryotes and, in general, improves replication fidelity by 100-fold or 86 

more (reviewed in (MARINUS 2012; GANAI AND JOHANSSON 2016). 87 

In the studies reported here, we have combined the results of 10 separate MA/WGS 88 

experiments with MMR-defective E. coli strains to obtain a collection of 30,061 BPS, giving a 89 

data base with strong statistical power. In addition, combining 8 MA/WGS experiments with 90 

MMR-proficient strains yielded 1,933 BPS with which to make some statistically significant 91 

comparisons. We focused on BPS because, in our MA experiments, they are the most 92 

prominent class of spontaneous mutations, occurring at 10-times the rate as small insertions 93 

and deletions (indels) in wild-type cells, and 5-times the rate of indels in MMR defective cells 94 

(LEE et al. 2012; FOSTER et al. 2015). The results give insights into the determinants of 95 

spontaneous rates of BPSs in different genetic backgrounds, under different growth conditions, 96 

and at different DNA sites. 97 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS. 99 

Bacterial strains and media: The bacterial strains used and the methods of their construction 100 

are given in Supplemental Table S1. The oligonucleotides used to perform and confirm genetic 101 

manipulations are given in Supplemental Table S2. Further details are given in Supplemental 102 

Materials and Methods. For analysis of wild-type mutation rates and spectra, the results from 103 

MA experiments with the following strains were combined: PFM2, wild-type, 3K and 6K (LEE et 104 

al. 2012); PFM35, uvrA; PFM40, alkA tagA; PFM88, ada ogt; PFM91, nfi; PFM101, umuDC dinB; 105 

PFM133, umuDC dinB polB; the mutation rates and spectra of all of these strains were 106 

equivalent (FOSTER et al. 2015). 107 

Mutation accumulation procedure: The MA procedure was as described (LEE et al. 2012; FOSTER 108 

et al. 2015). The MA lines originated from two or more founder colonies and were propagated 109 

through single-colony bottlenecks as described (LEE et al. 2012). Further details are given in 110 

Supplemental Materials and Methods. 111 

Estimation of generations: The number of generations that each MA line experienced was 112 

estimated from colony size as previous described (LEE et al. 2012). Further details are given in 113 

Supplemental Materials and Methods. 114 

Estimation of mutation rates: For each MA experiment the mutation rate was estimated by 115 

dividing the total number of mutations accumulated by all the MA lines by the total number of 116 

generations that were undergone. This value for mutations per generation was then divided by 117 

the appropriate number of sites (A:T sites, G:C sites, etc) to give the conditional mutation rate. 118 

The individual mutation rates for each line were used in statistical analyses (see below). 119 
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Estimation of mutation rates from fluctuation tests is described in Supplemental Materials and 120 

Methods. 121 

Determination of DNA strand bias: In E. coli, replication is bidirectional starting at the origin 122 

and proceeding through right and left halves of the chromosome, called replichores. The 123 

reported DNA strand in sequenced genomes is the 5′ to 3′ reference, or “top”, strand, which is 124 

the lagging-strand template (LGST) on the right replichore, and the leading strand template 125 

(LDST) on the left replichore. For example, the reference strand triplet 5′TAC3′ (with the center 126 

base the mutational target) on the right replichore has the target purine on the LGST and the 127 

target pyrimidine on the LDST, whereas the same triplet on the left replichore has the opposite 128 

orientation. Therefore, 5′TAC3′ on the right replichore plus 5′GTA3′ on the left replichore are 129 

both instances of that triplet with the target purine on the LGST and the target pyrimidine on 130 

the LDST. Likewise 5′TAC3′ on the left replichore plus 5′GTA3′ on the right replichore are both 131 

instances of that triplet with the target purine on the LDST and the target pyrimidine on the 132 

LGST. To calculate the strand biases of BPSs, the number of BPSs at each LGST and LDST triplet 133 

was divided by the number these triplets in the genome. 134 

Genomic DNA preparation, library construction, sequencing, and SNP calling: Genomic DNA 135 

was purified using the PureLink Genomic DNA purification kit (Invitrogen Corp.). Libraries were 136 

constructed by the Indiana Univ. Center for Genomics and Bioinformatics (IUCGB). Sequencing 137 

of most experiments was performed by Univ. of New Hampshire Hubbard Center for Genome 138 

Studies using the Illumina HiSeq 2500 platform. For the experiment at low temperature (see 139 

below), sequencing was done by the IUCGB using the Illumina NextSeq platform. Procedures for 140 

SNP and indel calling were as described (LEE et al. 2012). NCBI Reference Sequence, 141 
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NC_000913.2 (E. coli K12 strain MG1655) was used as the reference genome sequence. Further 142 

details are given in Supplemental Materials and Methods.  143 

Mutation annotation: Variants were annotated using custom scripts. Protein coding gene 144 

coordinates were obtained from the GenBank page of reference sequence, NC_000913.2. BPSs 145 

in coding sequences were determined to be synonymous or nonsynonymous based on the 146 

genetic code. Nonsynonymous BPSs were designated conservative or nonconservative based on 147 

the Blosum62 matrix (HENIKOFF AND HENIKOFF 1994) with a value ≥0 considered conservative. 148 

Statistical analyses: Values and 95% CL for ratios between variables were calculated as in Rice, 149 

1995 (RICE 1995). Other statistical tests were performed as in Zar, 1984 (ZAR 1984). To compare 150 

results among MA lines and among experiments, the numbers of mutations had to be 151 

normalized by the number of generations. To do these comparisons, we treated the mutations 152 

per generation as weighted variables and used the following formulae, adapted from 153 

Mandansky, 2010 (MANDANSKY 2010), to calculate the variance (Var). 154 

For each experiment:  155 

m = mutations per MA line; g = generations per MA line; mutation rate of a MA line = r = m/g 156 

Mean overall mutation rate = R = M/G where M=Σm and G=Σg over all MA lines. 157 

𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉 =  �
∑(𝑉𝑉 − 𝑉𝑉)2

𝑁𝑁 − 1
��

∑𝑔𝑔2

𝐺𝐺2
� 158 

where N = number of MA lines being considered. Then 159 

Standard Deviation =√𝑉𝑉; 95% CL = √𝑉𝑉 x t0.05, Σ (N-1) 160 

To combine the results from multiple experiments, the same calculations were used except (N-161 

1) was replaced with Σ(N-1), i.e. (N-1) summed over all experiments. 162 
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Data availability: Strains are available upon request. File S1 contains supplemental Materials 163 

and Methods. File S2 contains supplemental Tables, which include strain genotypes and 164 

methods of construction, oligonucleotide sequences, and detailed data from each experiment. 165 

File S3 contains supplemental figures that are referenced in the text. The sequences and SNPs 166 

reported in this paper have been deposited in the National Center for Biotechnology 167 

Information Sequence Read Archive (BioProject accession no. TBA) and in the IUScholarWorks 168 

Repository (URL: TBA). 169 
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RESULTS 171 

Transitions at A:T basepairs dominate the base-pair substitution (BPS) spectrum in mismatch-172 

repair (MMR) defective strains: In a previous paper we reported that in a mutL defective E. coli 173 

strain, the spectrum of BPSs is dominated by A:T to G:C transitions (LEE et al. 2012). Because 174 

this result was contrary to some previous studies reporting that loss of MMR increases the rates 175 

of A:T and G:C transitions equally (CHOY AND FOWLER 1985; CUPPLES AND MILLER 1988), we repeated 176 

MA experiments with additional strains deleted for each of the genes that encode the proteins 177 

of the MMR system. As shown in Figure 1A&B, both the mutation rates and the mutational 178 

spectra of strains deleted for one, two, or all of the genes that encode the MutSLH complex 179 

were nearly the same. In contrast, although the mutational spectrum was the same, the 180 

mutation rate of a strain missing UvrD, the helicase that works with the MMR system, was 181 

about half that of the strains defective for MutSLH (Figure 1C&D). This result implies that 182 

another helicase, possibly Rep, an UvrD homolog, can perform this function. 183 

 Because of the uniformity of results with the MutSLH-defective strains, the data from 184 

the 10 independent experiments, consisting of 334 MA lines, have been combined in Figure 185 

1C&D and the analyses to follow, and appear labeled as “MMR” (see Supplemental Tables S3, 186 

S4, and S5 for the results of each experiment). In all, these strains underwent almost 250,000 187 

generations, accumulating 30,061 BPSs, resulting in a data set with great statistical power. 188 

We investigated several hypotheses to explain the dominance of A:T transitions (Table 189 

1). E. coli has two error-prone polymerases, DNA Pol IV and V, that could be responsible for 190 

these mutations, but deleting the genes that encode both polymerases had little effect on the 191 

BPS rate and no effect on the spectrum of the MMR defective strain. MutY is a glycosylase that 192 
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removes As mispaired with Gs or 8-oxoGs as part of the pathway that protects cells from the 193 

mutagenic effects of oxidation. MutY also has activity against As mispaired with Cs, which 194 

creates A:T to G:C transitions if the A is the correct base (KIM et al. 2003); this second activity of 195 

MutY could explain the dominance of A:T transitions in the spectrum of the MMR-defective 196 

strains. However, the only major effect of loss of MutY in the mutL deletion strain was an 197 

increase in the rate of G:C to T:A mutations, as expected. Mfd is the factor that initiates 198 

transcription-coupled repair (TCR), a pathway that preferentially repairs damage to the 199 

transcribed DNA strand during active transcription (reviewed in (GANESAN et al. 2012). While 200 

TCR is performed by the proteins that participate in nucleotide excision repair (SELBY AND SANCAR 201 

1993), some reports have also implicated MutS and/or MutL in TCR (LI AND BOCKRATH 1995; 202 

MELLON AND CHAMPE 1996). We hypothesized that in absence of MMR, TCR was repairing G:C to 203 

A:T mutations, or (less likely), creating A:T to G:C mutations, resulting in the observed 204 

mutational bias. But, deleting Mfd had little effect on the BPS rate or spectrum of the MMR-205 

defective strain. 206 

Different growth media and temperatures produce different BPS spectra: Surprisingly, 207 

growing MMR-defective strains on glucose minimal medium completely eliminated the excess 208 

A:T transitions, resulting in nearly equal rates for both transitions (Table 1). One important 209 

difference between LB and minimal medium is that the latter is buffered at pH 7, whereas the 210 

pH of LB, although initially adjusted to 7, first falls and then rises as the cells grow (LULI AND 211 

STROHL 1990; MCFALL AND NEWMAN 1996). To test whether these pH changes were responsible for 212 

the excess A:T to G:C mutations in LB, we repeated the MA experiment with the LB buffered to 213 
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pH 7. However, the results were the same as when the cells were grown on unbuffered LB 214 

(Table 1). 215 

Two additional interconnected factors could affect the mutational results obtained on 216 

the two media. First, the growth rate of cells on minimal medium, as measured by colony size, 217 

is about half of that on LB. A slower growth rate, reflecting slower replication, would give DNA 218 

polymerase more time to insert the correct base, and proofreader more time to remove an 219 

incorrect base. Second, the physiological state of the cells is greatly different in the two media: 220 

cells in LB are mainly metabolizing peptides and amino acids, whereas cells in our minimal 221 

medium are utilizing glucose and must synthesize all their amino acids. To evaluate these 222 

factors we first performed MA experiments using two additional media: LB medium diluted 1:5, 223 

which slowed the growth rate of the cells to about that on minimal medium, and minimal 224 

glucose medium supplemented with LB at a ratio of 10:1, which increased the growth rate of 225 

the cells to about that on LB (Supplemental Table S6). As shown in Table 1, the results were 226 

ambiguous. The almost 4-fold ratio of A:T to G:C transitions observed in cells grown on LB was 227 

reduced to 2-fold when the LB was diluted, whereas the 1:1 ratio of A:T to G:C transitions 228 

observed in cells grown on minimal medium became a 1.2-fold excess of AT transitions when 229 

the minimal medium was supplemented with LB. 230 

To further distinguish between the effects of growth rate and medium, we performed a 231 

MA experiment using LB, but incubating the plates at 28oC, which resulted in the cells growing 232 

at about the same rate as they did on minimal glucose medium (Supplemental Table S6). The 233 

resulting mutation rate was 40% that of the rate at 37oC on LB, which was close to the rate of 234 

cells on minimal glucose medium. There were 70% fewer A:T transitions at low temperature 235 
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than at 37oC on LB, but G:C transitions also dropped by 30%, so the ratio of A:T to G:C 236 

transitions, 1.5, was again an intermediate number. But since the decline in A:T transitions was 237 

more than twice the decline in G:C transitions, it would appear that the growth rate is the 238 

dominant factor determining the rate of A:T transitions. 239 

Unexpectedly, when the LB was diluted, the mutation rate increased by about 25% 240 

relative to the rate on undiluted LB. This increase was due entirely to a 2-fold increase in the 241 

rate of G:C transitions, which could indicate that LB also has a suppressive effect on these 242 

mutations. Thus the domination of A:T transitions when cells grow on LB at 37oC may be due in 243 

part to suppression of transitions at G:C base pairs. 244 

BPS rates are dramatically influenced by the local sequence context: The large number of BPSs 245 

accumulated over the entire chromosome in the MMR defective strains allows us to analyze the 246 

local sequence context of the BPSs with great statistical power. To evaluate the sequence 247 

context of the BPSs we recorded the 19 bases 3′ and 5´ to each mutated base. These base 248 

sequences or their reverse complements were oriented so to flank the purine member of the 249 

mutated base pair. The rate at which each base appeared in each of the 38 flanking positions 250 

was calculated from all the experiments with MMR defective strains, normalized to the number 251 

of that base in the genome, and then divided by the overall sum of the bases. The resulting 252 

fraction of each base in each position is given in Supplementary Figure S1A and S1B, which 253 

reveals that at least 2 bases on each side of a base can influence its mutation rate. However, 254 

the immediately adjacent bases are most important, so our analysis considers only triplets with 255 

the target base in the center. While there are 64 possible triplets, in double-stranded DNA a 256 

triplet and its reverse complement (each read 5′ to 3′) are equivalent since each pairs with the 257 
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other on the opposite DNA strand. As shown in Figure 2A and 2B, the presence of a C 3′ to the 258 

purine (= a G 5′ to the pyrimidine on the other strand) strongly influences the mutation rate. 259 

5′NAC3′+5′GTN3′ triplets are hotspots for A:T mutations (throughout this report, triplets are 260 

displayed 5′ to 3′ with target base in the center and displayed in bold); the average mutation 261 

rate at these triplets was 12-fold higher than that of the other A:T-containing triplets. The 262 

mutation rate of A:T base pairs in most highly mutated triplet, 5′TAC3′+5′GTA3′, was 51 times 263 

greater than that of the A:T base pairs in the least mutated triplet, 5′AAA3′+5′TTT3′. 264 

5′NGC3′+5′GCN3′ triplets are also minor hotspots for GC mutations; the mutation rate at these 265 

triplets was 2.4-fold higher than that at the other G:C containing triplets. As we previously 266 

reported from a smaller dataset (SUNG et al. 2015), the G:C base pairs in the triplets 267 

5′CGC3′+5′GCG3′ and 5′GGC3′+5′GCC3′ had the highest mutation rates. The mutation rate of 268 

G:C base pairs in the most highly mutated triplet, 5′GGC3′+5′GCC3′, was 17 times greater than 269 

that of the G:C base pairs in least mutated triplet, 5′AGT3′+5′ACT3′. 270 

Ninety seven percent of the mutations at the 5′NAC3′+5 GTN3′ hotspots were 271 

transitions. So significant were A:T transitions at these triplets that they alone accounted for 272 

the 3-fold difference between transition rates at A:T and G:C base pairs in the MMR spectrum 273 

(Figure 1). Transitions at 5′NAC3′+5′GTN3′ triplets also accounted for most of the difference in 274 

A:T transition rates when the MMR defective strains were grown on LB versus minimal medium 275 

(Table 1). On minimal medium the average A:T transition rates at most triplets was reduced 2-276 

fold, but at 5′NAC3′+5′GTN3′ triplets the rate was reduced 4-fold. However, these triplets were 277 

nonetheless hotspots; A:T transitions occurred at twice the rate at 5′NAC3′+5′GTN3′ triplets 278 
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than at other triplets even when the MMR defective strains were grown on minimal medium 279 

(Supplemental Figure S2). 280 

Mononucleotide runs are hotspots for BPSs: The distribution of the 30,061 BPS over all 281 

4,639,675 base pairs in the genome does not fit a Poisson distribution. With a mean of 0.00648 282 

BPS/base pair, there should be only 97 base pairs mutated twice, and essentially none mutated 283 

more than twice. Instead, in the MMR-defective strains, independently-arising BPS occurred 284 

twice at 721 base pairs, three times at 30 base pairs, four times at 3 base pairs, and five times 285 

at 3 base pairs. To investigate this anomaly we examined the local sequence of all the base 286 

pairs that were mutated more than once. As shown in Supplemental Table 7, there was a strong 287 

bias for repeat mutations to be located at the ends of mononucleotide runs. Indeed, the base 288 

pairs mutated four and five times each were at the ends of runs ≥ 5 Nts. Strikingly, at two of the 289 

base pairs mutated 5 times there were 9 instances of the G:C to C:G transversion, a very rare 290 

mutation. 291 

 These results prompted us to evaluate BPSs associated with mononucleotide runs 292 

throughout the genome. If runs are not hotspots, the expected mutation rate per base pair is 293 

simply the average number of BPSs per base pair. However, as shown in Figure 3A, the rate of 294 

BPS associated with runs increased with the length of the run, especially at runs >6 Nt, reaching 295 

a maximum of 18.5-fold greater than expected at base pairs associated with runs of length 8 296 

(there was only one mutation at a run 9 Nts, of which there are 19 times in the genome, and no 297 

mutations at the single run of 10 Nts in the genome). The majority of these BPS occurred 298 

adjacent to runs: of the 2040 BPSs associated with runs ≥4 Nts, 1280 (63%) occurred at the Nt 299 

next to the run whereas the rest occurred at the last base of the run. 300 
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BPSs associated with runs could occur by a mechanism known as transient misalignment 301 

or dislocation mutagenesis (FRESCO AND ALBERTS 1960; FOWLER et al. 1974; KUNKEL AND SONI 1988). 302 

During DNA replication, either the template or the primer strand loops out but DNA polymerase 303 

continues replicating. When the strand realigns, it creates a mispair if the 3′ base of the primer 304 

does not match the 5’ base of the template. This mechanism is similar to that proposed for 305 

frameshift mutations (STREISINGER et al. 1966) and is presumably enhanced at mononucleotide 306 

runs where DNA polymerases tend to slip. 307 

By examining the nature of the mispairs, we tested whether this mechanism could 308 

explain the BPS associated with runs. If the primer strand slips out and realigns, it creates a BPS 309 

5′ to the run that is templated by the run (Supplemental Figure S3A). Examination of the 310 

sequences showed that 585 (46%) of the 1280 BPSs that occurred adjacent to runs ≥4 Nts were 311 

consistent with this mechanism. If, instead, the template strand loops out and realigns, it 312 

creates a BPS at the last base of the run that is templated by the base 5′ to the run 313 

(Supplemental Figure S3B). However, only at runs ≥6 Nt was the number of BPSs consistent 314 

with this mechanism higher than the expected 33%. Of the 48 BPS that occurred at the last base 315 

of a run ≥6 Nt, 35 (73%) were consistent with being created by this mechanism. This analysis 316 

also revealed that the fraction of BPSs associated with runs that could be explained by transient 317 

misalignment increased with the length of the run. 318 

However, it is clear from Figure 3A that not all of the BPSs associated with runs can be 319 

explained by transient misalignment. Also, of the cases of multiple mutations at a given base 320 

pair, in two cases, one each of three and five occurrences, one mutation of each set was 321 

different (specifically, GC to AT instead of GC to CG; Supplemental Table S7). In addition, 78% of 322 
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the duplicate BPSs and 53% of the triplicate BPSs were at base pairs not associated with runs. 323 

Thus, other mechanisms must be responsible for many of these “super hotspots”. For example, 324 

the fidelity of polymerization and/or efficiency of proofreading may decline at runs. 325 

BPSs are DNA-strand biased:  In a previous paper (LEE et al. 2012) we reported that in a strain 326 

deleted for mutL, A:T transitions were twice as frequent when A was on the lagging strand 327 

template (LGST) and T on the leading strand template (LDST) than when the mutated A:T was in 328 

the opposite orientation. In contrast, G:C transitions were twice as frequent when the C was on 329 

the LGST and G on the LDST than when the mutated G:C was in the opposite orientation. 330 

Similar results were obtained in MA experiments with a MMR-defective Pseudomonas 331 

aeruginosa strain (DETTMAN et al. 2016). The data presented here confirm and extend these 332 

findings. From the 10 experiments with MMR defective strains reported here (29,234 333 

transitions recovered), the bias for A vs. T on the LGST was 2.44 ± 0.09, whereas the expected 334 

bias is 0.99 (χ2 = 2068, P ≈0); the bias for C vs. G on the LGST was 2.34 ± 0.09, whereas the 335 

expected bias is 0.94 (χ2 = 696, P ≈0) (ratios are means ± 95%CLs). 336 

The strand bias in the MMR-defective strains varied with local sequence context (Figure 337 

4A and 4B): among A:T transitions, the bias for A vs. T on the LGST varied 3-fold, with the 338 

highest ratio (3.17±0.13) at 5′AAC3′+5′GTT3′ sites, and the lowest (1.24±0.12) at 339 

5′CAA3′+5′TTG3′ sites. Among G:C transitions, the bias for C vs. G on the LGST varied 5-fold, 340 

with the highest (3.30±0.19) at 5′GGT3′+5′ACC3′ sites and the lowest (0.65±0.08) at 341 

5′AGG3′+5′CCT3′ sites (ratios are means ± 95%CLs). 342 

 In contrast to transitions, both A:T and G:C transversions in the MMR-defective strains 343 

were more likely to occur with the pyrimidine on the LGST and the purine on the LDST 344 
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(Supplemental Figure S4). For A:T transversions the ratio was 1.68±0.13 instead of the expected 345 

1.01 (χ2 = 17, P = 3x10-5); for G:C transversions the ratio was 1.15±0.11, but this ratio is not 346 

significantly different from expected 0.94 (χ2 = 1.5, P =0.22) (ratios are means ± 95%CLs). There 347 

were too few transversions to make meaningful conclusions about the influence of the local 348 

sequence on strand bias. 349 

We previously speculated that the strand bias observed for A:T transitions was due to a 350 

greater tendency for DNA polymerase to insert a C opposite A when the A templates lagging- 351 

rather than leading- strand synthesis (LEE et al. 2012). To test this hypothesis we performed a 352 

MA experiment with a mutL ndk double mutant strain. The ndk gene encodes nucleoside 353 

diphosphate kinase, and, in its absence, the cellular concentration of dCTP increases at least 2-354 

fold (SCHAAPER AND MATHEWS 2013) and as much as 12-fold (MASLOWSKA et al. 2015). Relative to 355 

the MMR defective strains, loss of Ndk increased the BPS rate 5.4±0.1-fold overall, with the 356 

largest increases in A:T to G:C transitions (6.7±0.09-fold), and A:T to C:G transversions 357 

(25.6±0.6-fold) (values are means ± 95%CLs).  358 

As expected, these enhanced BPS rates can be explained by an increase in the frequency 359 

at which Cs are inserted opposite template As and Ts. As shown in Table 2, in the mutL ndk 360 

double mutant strain, there was a ≈2-fold bias for the template A and T to be on the LGST 361 

(actual biases ± 95%CLs are 1.93± 0.003 for A and 1.57±0.003 for T; χ2 for the differences from the 362 

0.99 and 1.01 expected biases are 640, P ≈ 0, and 13, P <0.001, respectively). This result 363 

supports the hypothesis that C is misinserted about twice as often during lagging-strand 364 

synthesis as during leading-strand synthesis. However, the same ratio would result if the 365 
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proofreader removes the misinserted C twice as frequently when it is on the leading rather 366 

than the lagging strand. 367 

In the mutL ndk mutant strain the rate of A:T > G:C transitions, presumably resulting 368 

from C inserted opposite template A, was about 25-fold greater at 5′NAC3′ triplets than at the 369 

other A containing triplets (Supplemental Figure S5). Interestingly, these same triplets were 370 

hotspots for A:T > C:G mutations. Assuming these transversions occurred because C was 371 

inserted opposite template T in the complementary 5′NTG 3′ triplet, the misinsertion occurred 372 

during leading strand replication. In this orientation, the excess of dCTP in the ndk mutL strain 373 

would strongly promote the formation of the G:C basepair 3’ to the T:C mispair, which would 374 

tend to protect the mispair from editing by proofreader. This “next nucleotide” effect is a well-375 

known property of proofreading DNA polymerases (FERSHT 1979; BLOOM et al. 1997). Thus, the 376 

favorable orientation for the mispair may overcome the normal fidelity of leading strand 377 

synthesis.  378 

Alternative Explanations for the BPS spectrum and strand bias: It is possible that some of our 379 

results could be due to the appearance in the DNA of base analogues with alternative base-380 

pairing properties. For example, deoxyinosine triphosphate (dITP) is produced by deamination 381 

of dATP and, if incorporated into the DNA, will basepair with dTTP and, more stably, dCTP 382 

(ALSETH et al. 2014). Thus, if incorporated opposite template T, dITP can cause A:T to G:C 383 

transitions if it subsequently pairs with C. Deamination of adenine in the DNA produces 384 

hypoxanthine, which preferentially pairs with cytosine, also causing A:T to G:C transitions. dITP 385 

is cleared from the nucleotide pool by the RdgB protein (CHUNG et al. 2002), and hypoxanthine 386 

is excised from DNA by a pathway initiated by endonuclease V (Nfi) (CAO 2013). Previous studies 387 
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have shown that neither the loss of Nfi nor of RdgB has a significant mutagenic consequence, 388 

suggesting that these base analogues do not contribute to spontaneous mutations (BUDKE AND 389 

KUZMINOV 2006; FOSTER et al. 2015). To test if these base analogues are important in the MA 390 

experiments reported here, we used fluctuation tests to compare the mutation rates of ∆rdgB 391 

∆mutL and ∆nfi ∆mutL mutant strains to that of the ∆mutL parental strain. Loss of neither 392 

enzyme had a mutagenic effect (Supplemental Table S8).  393 

DNA polymerase I (Pol I) is responsible for maturation of the Okasaki fragments 394 

produced during lagging strand DNA synthesis. Thus, the bias for A:T transitions to occur when 395 

A is on the LGST could be due to Pol I inserting C’s opposite As during this process or, possibly, 396 

during repair synthesis if Pol III disassociates. However, this hypothesis seems unlikely since a 397 

Pol I mutant lacking its proofreading function, which has at least a 7-fold greater error-398 

frequency than the wild-type Pol I (BEBENEK et al. 1990), had only a modest effect on 399 

spontaneous mutation rates (MAKIELA-DZBENSKA et al. 2009; MAKIELA-DZBENSKA et al. 2011). These 400 

authors concluded that Pol I’s only role in replication is to accurately fill in the gaps left by 401 

Okasaki fragment maturation (FIJALKOWSKA et al. 2012).  402 

Mutational features found in MMR-defective strains are also evident in wild-type strains: The 403 

low BPS rate of wild-type strains (≈120-fold lower than that of MMR-defective strains) makes it 404 

difficult to accumulate sufficient numbers of mutations to allow as detailed analysis of 405 

mutational features as presented above. However, by combining the results obtained for the 406 

wild-type strain (LEE et al. 2012) with those obtained from MA experiments performed with 407 

strains carrying DNA repair defects that did not affect the mutational rate or spectrum (FOSTER 408 
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et al. 2015), we were able to achieve 1,933 BPSs from eight independent experiments for 409 

analyses (see Materials and Methods). 410 

 The strong sequence context biases seen in the spectrum from the MMR-defective 411 

strains are also evident in the wild-type spectrum (Figure 2C and 2D). In particular, 412 

5′NAC3′+5′GTN3′ triplets are hotspots for A:T mutations, particularly transitions. 413 

5′GAT3′+5′ATC3′ triplets are also hotspots, but these are entirely due to transversion mutations 414 

occurring at GATC sequences. E. coli’s Dam methylase methylates the 6-position of adenines in 415 

GATC sequences, making the adenine prone to depurination, which results in transversion 416 

mutations (LEE et al. 2012). These sites are also hotspots for transversions in the MMR-417 

defective strains, but the dominance of transition mutations obscures this result (Figure 2A). In 418 

fact, in the MMR-defective strains the rate of A:T transversions at GATC sites was 8-fold higher 419 

than at all other A:T base pairs, but in the wild-type strains it was only 4-fold higher, meaning 420 

that MMR prevents many mutations at these sites.  421 

 Also, as in the MMR-defective strains, in the wild-type strains BPSs associated with 422 

mononucleotide runs occurred at rates far greater than expected (Figure 3B). The rate of BPSs 423 

increased with the length of the run, reaching a maximum of 17.5-fold greater than expected at 424 

nucleotides associated with runs of length 7 (in the wild-type strains there was only 1 mutation 425 

at runs of 8 Nt, which occur 216 times in the genome, and no mutations at longer runs). Of the 426 

179 BPS associated with runs ≥4 Nts, 81 (45%) were consistent with being due to transient 427 

misalignment. 428 

 The DNA-strand bias of transitions mutations accumulated in the wild-type strains was 429 

not as strong as the strand bias in the MMR-defective stains. From the 8 experiments with 430 
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MMR proficient strains (1052 transitions recovered), the bias for C vs. G on the LGST was 1.91 ± 431 

0.05, which is significantly greater than the expected 0.94 (χ2 = 39, P ≈ 0). However, the bias for 432 

A vs. T on the LGST was 1.23 ± 0.05, which is not significantly different from the 0.99 expected 433 

(χ2 = 2, P = 0.12) (ratios are means ± 95%CLs). Although the biases among A:T transitions varied 434 

with sequence context (Figure 4C and 4D), only at 5′TAC3′+5′GTA3′ sites, where the ratio of A 435 

vs. T on the LGST was 2.5 ± 0.2, were enough mutations recovered so that the bias was 436 

significantly greater than expected (χ2 = 4, P = 0.03) (ratios are means ± 95%CLs). A similar 437 

reduction of strand bias when MMR was active was also seen in MA experiments with a 438 

Pseudomonas aeruginosa strain (DETTMAN et al. 2016). 439 

The efficiency of MMR is influenced by the local sequence context: One explanation for the 440 

sequence bias of BPS rates is that the efficiency of MMR is low in certain sequence contexts, 441 

e.g. 5′GAC3′+5′GTC3′ triplets, and thus mutation rates are high at those sites in wild-type 442 

strains. However, this is not the case. MMR efficiency can be estimated by dividing the 443 

mutation rate at a given sequence context determined in MMR defective strains by that 444 

determined in MMR proficient strains. As shown in Figure 5, when this is done the efficiency of 445 

MMR varies 43-fold with sequence context. Importantly, the 5′NAC3′+5′GTN3′ hotspots are 446 

among the most efficiently repaired by MMR; thus, the fact that these sites are hotspots in the 447 

wild-type strains is not because they are poor substrates for MMR. In contrast, mismatches 448 

associated with mononucleotide runs are not particularly good substrates for MMR. MMR 449 

efficiency does not depend on run length and the MMR/WT ratio for BPSs associated with runs 450 

≥4 Nts was 87 ± 3 (mean ± 95% CL), somewhat less than the 120-fold ratio calculated for all 451 

BPSs.  452 
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DISCUSSION 453 

The observations presented here can be summarized as follows: 454 

1. In MMR-defective strains, the spectrum of BPSs is dominated by A:T transitions, which 455 

occur at a rate 3-fold greater than the rate of G:C transitions, and 75 to nearly 200-fold 456 

greater than the rates of all other BPSs. The preponderance of A:T transitions over G:C 457 

transitions is almost entirely due to mutations at 5′NAC3′+5′GTN3′ sites. 458 

2. The overall rate of BPSs in MMR-defective strains is about 120-fold greater than in MMR-459 

proficient strains. At A:T sites the increase is nearly 200-fold, whereas at G:C sites it 460 

averages only 50-fold. 461 

3. The increase in BPS rate with the loss of MMR varies with local sequence context. Among 462 

A:T sites, the mutation rates at 5′NAC3′+5′GTN3′ sites are increased 300-500 fold, whereas 463 

the mutation rates at 5′NAA3′+5′TTN3′ sites are increased only 30-70 fold. Among G:C sites, 464 

the variation increases of the mutation rate is smaller, but, nonetheless, the range is 10-465 

fold, with a maximum of 130-fold at 5′GGC3′+5′GCC3′ sites and a minimum of 13-fold at 466 

5′AGA3′+5′TCT3′ sites. 467 

4. When MMR-defective strains are grown on minimal medium, the BPS rate is reduced 2-fold 468 

and the rates of G:C and A:T transitions are equalized. Slowing the growth rate of the cells 469 

by incubating them on LB medium at low temperature reduces the overall BPS rate by 60% 470 

but has a 2-fold greater effect on A:T than on G:C transitions. Thus, growth rate appears to 471 

be an important factor in the production of A:T transitions, but LB also may also promote 472 

A:T and suppress G:C transitions. 473 
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5. Base-pairs adjacent to or within mononucleotide runs are particularly vulnerable to 474 

mutation in both MMR-defective and MMR-proficient strains. Many, but not all, of these 475 

BPS appear to be due to transient misalignment of either the primer or the template DNA 476 

strand during replication. 477 

6. In MMR-defective strains there is a two-fold bias for A:T transitions to occur when the A is 478 

on the lagging strand template (LGST) and a two-fold bias for G:C transitions to occur when 479 

the C is on the LGST. Only the G:C bias is significant in wild-type strains. Increasing the 480 

cellular concentration of dCTP by deleting the ndk gene resulted in an increase in BPSs 481 

consistent with misinsertion of C opposite template As and Ts. These occurred about two-482 

fold more frequently when the A or T was on the LGST rather than the LDST. 483 

7. Over all BPSs, the efficiency of MMR correction varies 43-fold with sequence context. The 484 

mismatches leading to the high rate of transitions at 5′NAC3′+5′GTN3′ sites are corrected 485 

by MMR 9-fold more efficiently than the mismatches leading to the low rate of transitions 486 

at 5′NGA/T3′+5′T/ACN3′ sites. 487 

That MMR correction is influenced by both the nature of the mismatch and its sequence 488 

context has long been appreciated (COX et al. 1972; MODRICH 1991). Thus, it is not surprising 489 

that previous studies of the mutational consequences of loss of MMR, which have used a 490 

variety of mutational targets, have produced some divergent results. However, all previous 491 

reports have identified transitions as the major BPS enhanced by the loss of MMR. By using an 492 

unbiased protocol with the entire genome as the mutation target, we have confirmed these 493 

previous results and extended them with statistical power hitherto not possible. 494 
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Our finding that 5′NAC3′+5′GTN3′ sites are hotspots for transitions could not have been 495 

seen in studies using reversion assays because such assays are limited to one, or a few, 496 

mutational targets. But our results were presaged by studies that employed mutational targets 497 

that, while still limited to a single gene, were broad enough to reveal the influence of local 498 

sequence context. Using mutation of the lacI gene to give the LacI−d phenotype, Schaaper and 499 

Dunn, 1987, found that A:T transitions were 2-fold more frequent than G:C transitions in MMR-500 

defective strains, and 88% of the A:T transitions occurred at seven 5′NAC3′+5′GTN3′ sites 501 

(SCHAAPER AND DUNN 1987). Likewise, using knockout mutations of the bacteriophage P22 mnt 502 

gene, Wu et al., 1990, found that A:T transitions were nearly 4-fold more frequent than G:C 503 

transitions in MMR-defective strains; two 5′NAC3′+5′GTN3′ triplets accounted for 36% of the 504 

A:T transitions, although one 5′GAG3′+5′CTC3′ site was equally mutated (WU et al. 1990). 505 

Finally, using mutation to RifR, which occurs by BPSs at 80 sites in the rpoB gene, Garibyan et al., 506 

2003, found that 56% of the A:T transitions in a mutS mutant strain occurred at one 507 

5′GAC3′+5′GTC3′ triplet (GARIBYAN et al. 2003). However, in all of these studies not every 508 

5′NAC3′+5′GTN3′ triplet that could be mutated was mutated. In addition, among the seven 509 

5′NAC3′+5′GTN3′ sites at which AT transitions were recorded in the lacI−d data, there was an 8-510 

fold difference in mutation frequency (SCHAAPER AND DUNN 1987). From our results, of the 511 

512,268 5′NAC3′+5′GTN3′ triplets in the genome, 3% were mutated once and 0.1% were 512 

mutated more than once. Even disregarding the BPSs associated with mononucleotide runs, 513 

twice as many 5′NAC3′+5′GTN3′ sites than expected were mutated more than once. Thus, even 514 

within a mutation-prone sequence context, features in addition to the adjacent bases must 515 

influence the mutation rate of a given base pair. However, analysis of 19 bases on each side of 516 
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each BPS did not reveal any additional sequence contexts influencing the probability of a given 517 

base being repeatedly mutated (Supplemental Figure S6) 518 

The influences of local sequence context observed in our MA experiments have 519 

similarities and differences with the results of MA experiments with other bacteria. Mutations 520 

at 5′NAC3′+5′GTN3′ triplets dominated the BPSs in MA experiments with a MMR-defective 521 

Pseudomonas aeruginosa strain (DETTMAN et al. 2016), but in MA experiments with Bacillus 522 

subtilis, both Sung et al., 2015, (SUNG et al. 2015) and Schroeder et al., 2016, (SCHROEDER et al. 523 

2016) found that the most highly mutated triplets in both MMR-defective and wild-type strains 524 

were 5′CAC3′+5′GTG3′, 5′CGC3′+5′GCG3′, and 5′CGG3′+5′GCC3′. While 5′CAC3′+5′GTG3′ and 525 

5′CGC3′+5′GCG3′ (but not 5′CGG3′+5′GCC3′) were frequently mutated in the experiments with 526 

E. coli reported here, A:T transitions at all 5′NAC3′+5′GTN3′ sites dominated the sequence 527 

context spectrum in both wild-type and, particularly, MMR-defective strains (Figure 2). But it is 528 

clear from these comparisons that G:C base pairs adjacent to the target base increase the 529 

probability of its mutation. Indeed, long ago the triplet 5′GGC3′+5′GCC3′ was identified as a 530 

transition hotspot in the rII gene of bacteriophage T4 (SINGER 1984). G:C basepairs surrounding a 531 

base could potentiate misinsertion by DNA polymerase through base-stacking interactions 532 

(KOOL 2001), and/or, because of their strong base-pairing, could prevent removal of the 533 

mismatch by inhibiting dissociation and transfer of the primer strand to the active site of the 534 

3’exonuclease (PETRUSKA AND GOODMAN 1985; BLOOM et al. 1994). Lowering the temperature and, 535 

thus, slowing down polymerization, would tend to counter these effects by giving proofreader 536 

more time to compete with the forward synthesis by polymerase, as has been observed when 537 

polymerization is slowed by lowering dNTP levels (CLAYTON et al. 1979). However, 538 
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5′NAC3′+5′GTN3′ sites are also hotspots in strains defective for proofreading, which suggests 539 

that polymerase has an intrinsic propensity for making errors at these sites (see Niccum et al, 540 

accompanying paper). A slower growth rate could counter this tendency by allowing 541 

polymerase more time to correctly discriminate between correct and incorrect incoming 542 

nucleotide. 543 

Mononucleotide runs are hotspots for frameshift mutations (STREISINGER et al. 1966; 544 

KUNKEL 1986), and we previously reported that in our MA experiments the indel rate increases 545 

exponentially with the length of the run (LEE et al. 2012). The majority of such mutations can be 546 

attributed to polymerase slippage, i.e. during replication DNA polymerase allows either the 547 

template or the nascent (primer) strand to loop out and then continues synthesis, producing 548 

either an insertion or a deletion of a base. Our data show that mononucleotide runs are also 549 

hotspots for BPSs – in both MMR-proficient and MMR-deficient strains base pairs adjacent to 550 

runs ≥4 Nt long were 2- to 8-fold more likely to be mutated than expected and, in general, the 551 

mutation rate increased with run length (Figure 3). About half of these mutations could have 552 

been due to transient misalignment (FRESCO AND ALBERTS 1960; FOWLER et al. 1974; KUNKEL AND 553 

SONI 1988), i.e. slippage of the primer or template strand at the repeat followed by insertion of 554 

a base and realignment, placing the incorrect base opposite the template base adjacent to the 555 

run, in the case of primer loop-out, or at the end of the run, in the case of template loop-out. 556 

Replication would then continue, preserving the mismatch, which, if uncorrected by 557 

proofreading, would become a mutation in the next round of replication (Supplemental Figure 558 

S3). However, the mechanism producing BPSs at the other half of the hotspots remains a 559 
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mystery. Possibly replicating the “slippery” DNA affects the polymerase fidelity at adjacent 560 

bases. 561 

The transitions that occur in MMR-defective strains are strand biased. We previously 562 

reported that the 2-fold bias for G:C transitions to occur when C is on the LGST rather than the 563 

LDST was likely due to cytosines deaminating to uracils, which code as thymines, on the single-564 

stranded LGST during replication (BHAGWAT et al. 2016). However, we have no such explanation 565 

for the 2-fold bias for A:T transitions to occur when A is on the LGST, although we speculated 566 

that DNA polymerase was more likely to insert a C opposite A when the A was templating 567 

lagging-strand synthesis (LEE et al. 2012). In contrast, other studies have indicated that leading 568 

strand DNA synthesis is more error-prone than lagging strand synthesis (GAWEL et al. 2014). The 569 

results presented here with a strain defective for both MMR and Ndk support our original 570 

hypothesis, suggesting that lagging-strand synthesis is more error prone, at least when C is 571 

misinserted opposite template A or T. However, the mutational spectrum seen in the absence 572 

of MMR is the result of replication errors that are not corrected by the proofreader. Thus the 573 

strand bias we observe could be a result of the proofreader preferentially removing a 574 

misinserted nucleotide when it is on the leading strand, a hypothesis we explore in the 575 

accompanying paper. 576 
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Table 1A: Conditional BPS rates in strains grown on different media and at different temperatures 

Strain Genotype Medium 

Mutations/Generation/Nt x 108 ± 95% CL 

Total A:T>G:C G:C>A:T A:T>T:A G:C>T:A A:T>C:G G:C>C:G 

*MMR mmr LB 2.45 ± 0.05 3.65 ±0.10 1.15 ± 0.03 0.05 ± 0.002 0.03 ± 0.001 0.04 ± 0.002 0.02 ± 0.001 

PFM118 mutL umuDC dinB LB 1.98 ± 0.22 2.89 ± 0.33 0.99 ± 0.16 0.04 ± 0.03 0.02 ± 0.02 0.03 ± 0.02 0.02 ± 0.02 

PFM137 mutL mutY LB 2.89 ± 0.17 4.39 ± 0.32 0.97 ± 0.14 0.06 ± 0.03 0.36 ± 0.06 0.03 ± 0.02 0.02 ± 0.02 

PFM294 mutL mfd LB 2.34 ± 0.21 3.82 ± 0.40 0.81 ± 0.09 0.04 ± 0.02 0.02 ± 0.01 0.04 ± 0.02 0.02 ± 0.01 

PFM368 mutS mfd LB 3.02 ± 0.17 4.75 ± 0.30 1.21 ± 0.14 0.06± 0.02 0.02 ± 0.01 0.05± 0.02 0.02± 0.01 

PFM5 mutL Minimal 1.10 ± 0.07 1.03 ± 0.09 1.11 ± 0.11 0.01 ± 0.01 0.02 ± 0.01 0.01 ± 0.01 0.02 ± 0.01 

PFM137 mutL mutY Minimal 2.17 ± 0.17 1.26 ± 0.15 1.45 ± 0.19 0.02 ± 0.02 1.54 ± 0.19 0.01 ± 0.01 0.03 ± 0.02 

PFM144 mutL Buffered LB 2.08 ± 0.20 2.82 ± 0.37 1.23 ± 0.13 0.04 ± 0.03 0.03 ± 0.02 0.04 ± 0.02 0.03 ± 0.02 

#PFM343 mutS LB 2.75 ± 0.14 4.25 ± 0.25 1.15 ± 0.12 0.06 ± 0.03 0.03 ± 0.01 0.04 ± 0.01 0.02 ± 0.01 

#PFM343 mutS Diluted LB 3.40 ± 0.17 4.29 ± 0.28 2.37 ± 0.19 0.06 ± 0.02 0.04 ± 0.02 0.04 ± 0.02 0.03 ± 0.02 

#PFM343 mutS 
Supplemented 

Minimal 
2.32 ± 0.14 2.43 ± 0.17 2.08 ± 0.17 0.03 ± 0.01 0.05 ± 0.04 0.03 ± 0.01 0.02 ± 0.01 

#PFM343 mutS Minimal 1.32 ± 0.08 1.27 ± 0.11 1.30 ± 0.11 0.02 ± 0.01 0.02 ± 0.01 0.005 ± 0.007 0.02 ± 0.01 

#PFM342 mutS †LB, 28oC 1.09 ± 0.10 1.31 ± 0.13 0.85 ± 0.12 0.01 ± 0.01 0.01 ± 0.01 0.01 ± 0.01 0.01 ± 0.01 
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Table 1B: Fractions of BPSs strains grown on different media and at different temperatures  

Strain Genotype Medium 

BPS Rate/Total Rate ± 95% CL 

A:T>G:C G:C>A:T A:T>T:A G:C>T:A A:T>C:G G:C>C:G 

*MMR *MMR LB 0.73 ± 0.23 0.24 ± 0.08 0.01 ± 0.005 0.005 ± 0.003 0.008 ± 0.004 0.004 ± 0.002 

PFM118 mutL umuDC dinB LB 0.72 ± 0.16 0.26 ± 0.07 0.01 ± 0.01 0.01 ± 0.01 0.01 ± 0.01 0.01 ± 0.01 

PFM137 mutL mutY LB 0.75 ± 0.09 0.17 ± 0.04 0.01 ± 0.01 0.06 ± 0.02 0.005 ± 0.005 0.003 ± 0.005 

PFM294 mutL mfd LB 0.80 ± 0.14 0.18 ± 0.03 0.01 ± 0.01 0.004 ± 0.004 0.01 ± 0.01 0.003 ± 0.004 

PFM368 mutS mfd LB 0.77 ± 0.08 0.20 ± 0.03 0.01 ± 0.004 0.004 ± 0.003 0.01 ± 0.004 0.003 ± 0.002 

PFM5 mutL Minimal 0.46 ± 0.11 0.52 ± 0.13 0.004 ± 0.007 0.01 ± 0.01 0.003 ± 0.006 0.01 ± 0.01 

PFM137 mutL mutY Minimal 0.29 ± 0.01 0.35 ± 0.02 0.01 ± 0.002 0.37 ± 0.02 0.001 ± 0.001 0.01 ± 0.002 

PFM144 mutL Buffered LB 0.67 ± 0.16 0.30 ± 0.06 0.01 ± 0.01 0.01 ± 0.01 0.01± 0.01 0.01 ± 0.01 

#PFM343 mutS LB 0.76 ± 0.06 0.21 ± 0.02 0.01 ± 0.005 0.01 ± 0.002 0.01 ± 0.003 0.004 ± 0.002 

#PFM343 mutS Diluted LB 0.62 ± 0.08 0.35 ± 0.05 0.01 ± 0.004 0.01 ± 0.003 0.01 ± 0.003 0.004 ± 0.003 

#PFM343 mutS 
Supplemented 

Minimal 
0.52 ± 0.09 0.46 ± 0.09 0.01 ± 0.01 0.01 ± 0.02 0.02 ± 0.02 0.004 ± 0.005 

#PFM343 mutS Minimal 0.48 ± 0.10 0.50 ± 0.11 0.01 ± 0.01 0.01 ± 0.01 0.002 ± 0.006 0.01 ± 0.01 

#PFM342 mutS †LB, 28oC 0.59 ± 0.08 0.39 ± 0.06 0.002 ± 0.003 0.005 ± 0.003 0.003 ± 0.003 0.006 ± 0.004 
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*10 experiments with MMR-defective strains grown on LB have been combined (see Supplemental Tables S3 and S4).  

#PFM342 and PFM343 were constructed in parallel had have the same phenotype (see Supplemental Tables S2, S3, and S4 

†For all other experiments strains were grown at 37oC.  
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Table 2. Rate and strand bias of the mutL ndk mutant strain compared to MMR-defective strains 

 BPS/Generation/Nt x 108 ± 95% CL Ratio of Rates ± 95% CL 

 

Total 
*Purine on 

LGST 

*Purine on 

LDST 

*Purine on 

 LGST/LDST 

*Purine on 

LDST/LGST 

mutL ndk      

Total 13.2 ± 1.1 17.0 ± 1.4 9.58 ± 0.89 1.77 ± 0.005 0.56 ± 0.003 

A:T>G:C 24.4 ± 2.1 32.2 ± 2.7 16.6 ± 1.7 1.93 ± 0.003 0.52 ± 0.001 

G:C>A:T 1.15 ± 0.26 0.87 ± 0.23 1.45 ± 0.32 0.60 ± 0.002 1.67 ± 0.004 

A:T>T:A 0.14 ± 0.05 0.07 ± 0.04 0.20 ± 0.08 0.36 ± 0.003 2.81 ± 0.01 

G:C>T:A 0.09 ± 0.03 0.09 ± 0.04 0.09 ± 0.04 1.07 ± 0.008 0.94 ± 0.01 

A:T>C:G 1.05 ± 0.16 0.82 ± 0.16 1.28 ± 0.24 0.64 ± 0.002 1.57 ± 0.003 

G:C>C:G 0.03 ± 0.02 0.02 ± 0.02 0.04 ± 0.03 0.47 ± 0.008 2.13 ± 0.02 

#MMR 
     

Total 2.45 ± 0.05 2.91 ± 0.07 1.97 ± 0.03 1.52 ± 0.05 0.66 ± 0.02 

A:T>G:C 3.65 ± 0.10 5.20 ± 0.14 2.11 ± 0.06 2.44 ± 0.09 0.41 ± 0.02 

G:C>A:T 1.15 ± 0.03 0.67 ± 0.02 1.66 ± 0.05 0.43 ± 0.02 2.34 ± 0.09 

A:T>T:A 0.05 ± 0.002 0.04 ± 0.002 0.06 ± 0.003 0.62 ± 0.05 1.62 ± 0.14 
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G:C>T:A 0.03 ± 0.001 0.03 ± 0.002 0.03 ± 0.002 1.06 ± 0.11 0.94 ± 0.10 

A:T>C:G 0.04 ± 0.002 0.03 ± 0.002 0.05 ± 0.003 0.57 ± 0.05 1.76 ± 0.16 

G:C>C:G 0.02 ± 0.001 0.02 ± 0.002 0.02 ± 0.002 0.66 ± 0.10 1.52 ± 0.22 

*LGST = lagging strand template; LDST = leading strand template.  

#10 experiments with MMR-defective strains grown on LB have been combined (see 

Supplemental Tables S3, S4, and S5).
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FIGURE LEGENDS 

Figure 1. All MMR-defective strains have the same mutational spectrum but uvrD mutant 

strains have a lower mutation rate. A & B. The data for all MA experiments with strains with 

the same MMR defect have been combined (see Materials and Methods); the number of 

experiments with each are: mutL, three; mutS, three; mutH, one; mutLS, one; mutLSH, two. The 

results of each MA experiment are given in Supplemental Tables S3, S4, and S5. C&D. The data 

from the ten MA experiments with strains defective for mutL, mutS, and mutH are combined to 

give the results labeled MMR (see Materials and Methods). Bars represent the means and error 

bars are 95% CL for both rates and fractions. BPS, basepair substitution; Nt, nucleotide 

Figure 2. Base-pair substitution rates are influenced by the local sequence context. The data 

from the ten MA experiments with MMR-defective strains (A & B) and 8 MA experiments with 

MMR-competent strains (C & D) are combined to give the results labeled MMR and Wild Type 

(see Materials and Methods). The X-axis labels are the 32 sets of non-redundant triplets read 5′ 

to 3′ with the target base in the center of each triplet. Bars represent the mean BPS rates at 

each triplet; error bars are 95% CLs. Note the change in scale in the MMR charts between the 

BPS at A:Ts (A) and at G:Cs (B). 

Figure 3. Mononucleotide runs are hotspots for BPSs in both MMR-defective (A) and MMR-

proficient (B) strains. Bars represent the mean BPS rates per generation at basepairs adjacent 

to or within a mononucleotide run divided by the number of runs of each length in the genome. 

For BPS not associated with runs (i.e. Nt in run = 1) the BPS rate per generation was divided by 

the total number of Nt in the genome minus the Nts in runs. Total = all BPS/generation divided 

by all Nt in the genome. Fractions are the number of BPS that are consistent with either primer 
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or template strand slippage divided by the total number of BPS that occurred associated with 

runs of each length. The data are from the ten MA experiments with MMR-defective strains (A) 

and 8 MA experiments with MMR-competent strains (B). Nt, nucleotide; NA, not applicable. 

Error bars are 95% CL.  

Figure 4. The DNA-strand bias of transition mutations varies strongly with sequence context 

in MMR-defective strains, but weakly in MMR-proficient strains. Bars represent the mean 

rates of transitions accumulated in 10 experiments with MMR-defective strains (A & B) and 8 

experiments with MMR-proficient strains (C & D) (see Materials and Methods). Mutation rates 

per generation at each triplet were divided by the number of that triplet in the genome. Error 

bars are 95% CLs. The X-axis labels are the 32 sets of non-redundant triplets read 5′ to 3′ with 

the target base in the center of each triplet. . Note the change in scale in the MMR charts 

between the transitions at A:Ts (A) and at G:C (B). LGST, the target purine as displayed was on 

the lagging strand template; LDST, the target purine as displayed was on the leading strand 

template. 

Figure 5. The efficiency of MMR is influenced by the local sequence context. Bars represent 

the mean ratio of mutation rates at each triplet in MMR defective versus MMR proficient 

strains. Error bars are 95%CL calculated for the ratio. The X-axis labels are the 32 sets of non-

redundant triplets read 5′ to 3′ with the target base in the center of each triplet. Note the 

change in scale between the results of mutations at A:Ts and at G:C. 
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